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Bell Kit with Stand
BSK2500 | 13082

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Perfect for both practicing professionals and aspiring students, the 
BSK2500 features 32, 2.5 octave bells on a sturdy and portable stand, 
and comes complete with double-sided mallets -- one standard for live 
performance or recording and one attenuated for lower-volume practice. 
In addition, the included 8" practice drum pad and 5B wood tip drum 
sticks replicate the real drum feel and bounce but is quiet enough to be 
used almost anywhere. The carrying case holds all components and can 
be used with backpack straps, side or top handles, or hand-cart style, 
making transportation a snap.

32 Note Bell Set with 2.5 octave range (F5-C8). 32 Music note stickers 
are also included for easy reference option. Perfect for student practice!

Sheet music holder attaches 
to the bells, eliminating the 
need for a separate stand.

Stand height 
adjusts from 
25 - 38".

Included: 8" Drum practice 
pad, a pair of 5B wood tip 
drumsticks, and double-
sided mallets.

Sturdy tripod base with 
rubber feet folds flat for 
storage and transport. 

Easy set-up 
stand with 
threaded knob 
assembly. 

Carrying case comes with 
backpack straps, side and 
top handles, and wheels 
for easiest transportation. 
Interior features padded 
compartments for all 
components. 

Included Bell set and tripod stand with sheet music 
holder, 8" drum practice pad, 5B wood tip 
drumsticks, double-sided mallets, and carry 
bag that holds everything. 

Height Adjustment 25 - 38"
Bag Dimensions 28.5 x 16 x 5.5"

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRICING
Model #BSK2500 Inventory #13082
List Price: $245.99 MAP Price: $149.95
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Compact Pedal Board
GPB2000 | 12943

Dimensions 18.75 x 6" surface
Construction Aluminum
Included Gig bag and adhesive hook & loop strips

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The GPB2000 Compact Pedal Board offers guitarists an ultra-compact and 
portable board, perfect for the minimalist pedal rig. Measuring 18.75” x 
6”, this angled pedal board has the room to organize up to 5 standard-size 
pedals in the ideal signal flow. Its aluminum construction is lightweight yet 
strong. Strategic cutouts provide a versatile cable management system, 
while the included adhesive hook & loop strips mean pedals can be secure-
ly arranged as desired. What’s more, it all fits in its heavy duty gig-worthy 
bag with removable shoulder strap, and reinforced top and bottom.

Angled for comfortable 
access. Non-slip rubber 
feet.

The GPB2000 includes a high quality gig-ready bag. Custom fit for easy 
in/out, the padded bag protects pedals and settings during transport. 
An interior mesh pocket provides storage for cables, batteries, and 
other accessories.

Holds up to 5 standard 
size effect pedals.

Convenient slots for 
cable management.

Includes custom gig bag with 
shoulder strap, interior pocket, 
and non-skid rubber feet.

PRICING
Model #GPB2000 Inventory #12943
List Price: $81.99 MAP Price: $49.95
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Utility Stand for Pedal Board
GPA1003 | 12868

Base Spread 17.9" x 10.35"
Height Adjustment 41" - 69"
Tilting Upper Mic Shaft 40°
Threading 5/8"- 27
Color Black powder coat finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The GPA1003 Utility Stand for Pedal Board is a compact, streamlined 
and visually appealing approach to deploying an array of instruments and 
accessories normally found only in multiple accessories. A super-stable, 
8 lb. cast iron base with six rubber feet slides conveniently underneath 
almost any pedal board. Its three M20 portals accommodate everything 
from additional mic stands to guitar hangers. The included rocker mic 
stand shaft comes with an oversized, knurled locking washer for precise, 
secure microphone placement.

Three M20 holes allow for modular setup of mic stands and/or guitar 
hangers. The GPA1003 is shown here with two GPA7155 Guitar 
Hangers, the GPB3000 Pedal Board and accompanying instruments 
and accessories. 

5/8”-27 solid steel threaded 
lug with locking washer.

Height adjustment clutch is 
designed for easy and secure 
gripping, providing height 
adjustment from 41" to 69".

8 lb. cast iron base with six rubber feet slides 
conveniently underneath almost any pedal board

Solid steel machined lug with 
M20 threading provides an 
excellent combination of fast 
assembly and secure connec-
tion, while extending thread 
wear far beyond fine-thread 
designs.

Rocker-Lug tilts the upper 
shaft 40˚ off of the vertical. 
No boom arm needed!

PRICING
Model #GPA1003 Inventory #12868
List Price: $78.99 MAP Price: $47.95
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Guitar Hanger for M20 Bases
GPA7155 | 12881

Height Adjustment 24" - 38"
Tubing 16mm/19mm
Padding Velveteen Rubber
Color Black Power Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
This convenient guitar hanger attaches to any base stand with 
standard M20 threading (base must be able to support the weight of 
hanger and instrument). This means you can convert or re-purpose an 
extra microphone stand base, or add a guitar hanger to the GPA1003 
Utility Stand for Pedal Board – The perfect all in one solution for tight 
spaces! What’s more, the GPA7155’s height easily adjusts with an er-
gonomic cat’s-eye knob to accommodate for different sizes and styles 
of guitars and basses. Rubber end pieces keep your guitar from sliding 
off but won’t harm your instrument’s finish.

GPA7155 Shown above with MS9210 Heavy-Duty Low Profile 
Microphone Stand.

Upper yoke folds flat 
for storage and travel.

Cat's eye knob easily 
adjusts the height 
from 24 - 38".

PRICING
Model #GPA7155 Inventory #12881
List Price: $24.99 MAP Price: $14.95
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Guitarist Stool & Footrest 
DT7500 | 12872

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
This all-in-one guitar stool and instrument stand collapses for easy 
storage and transportation. Its cradle and sturdy yoke with detach-
able latch are covered by EVA rubber to protect your guitar or bass. 
Four non-slip rubber feet provide stability. Foam cushioned seat and 
footrest provide added comfort, and is especially helpful for longer 
gigs. No assembly required. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Entire stool folds flat for 
storage and transport. 

Sturdy yoke 
with protective 
EVA rubber and 
detachable latch.

Stool Height 71"
Base Spread 22.5"
Seat Width 14.5"
Weight 7.7 lbs.
Weight Capacity 200 lbs.
Construction Aluminum, EVA rubber on all contact points
Tubing 7/8"
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRICING
Model #DT7500 Inventory #12872
List Price: $81.99 MAP Price: $49.95
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Side-Loading Guitar Racks 
GS7563B & GS7563W | 12933, 12932

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Elegant, protective and easily transportable, the GS7563 Side-Loading 
Guitar Rack combines visual appeal and practical functionality. The 
all-wood construction and EVA bumpers beautifully display and securely 
cradle six electric guitars or three acoustic guitars or, of course, 
various combinations thereof. And its 25.5"(L) x 14"(W) x 30.5"(H) 
floor dimensions fold smoothly to 34.5"(L) x 25.5"(W) x 4"(H), so 
your instruments fit beautifully on stage as well as in the store or 
home, while the rack itself saves precious space while in transit. 
Show anywhere, go anywhere with the On-Stage GS7563 guitar rack.

Applications Holds up to 6 electric guitars or 3 acoustic 
guitars, or any combination of

Dimensions 25.5"(L) x 14"(W) x 30.5"(H)
Folded Dimensions 34.5"(L) x 25.5"(W) x 4"(H)
Construction Wood, metal and EVA rubber

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

GS7563B
Black finish

GS7563W
Natural wood

EVA rubber on all contact surfaces will protect your guitars.

PRICING
Model #GS7563B - Black finish Inventory #12933
Model #GS7563W - Natural wood Inventory #12932
List Price: $147.99 ea. MAP Price: $89.95 ea.
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Guitar Case Racks 
GS7565B & GS7565W | 12984, 12985

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
With its solid ash, all hardwood construction, you can rest assured 
your guitar cases will be as beautifully and securely displayed as the 
instruments they hold. The 36("L) x 13.5"(W) x 30"(H) deployed rack, 
available in natural or black finish, beautifully accommodates up to five 
acoustic or electric guitar cases in various combinations. An instrument 
is only as well-wrought and safe as the case that holds it. The GS7565 
is foldable to 36("L) x 34"(W) x 4"(H) for ease of transport. So make 
your case for ease of access and axe protection with the GS7565 guitar 
case display rack.

Applications Holds up to five acoustic or electric guitar 
cases in various combinations

Dimensions 36("L) x 13.5"(W) x 30"(H)
Folded Dimensions 36("L) x 34"(W) x 4"(H)
Construction Wood

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

GS7563B
Black finish

GS7563W
Natural wood

PRICING
Model #GS7565B - Black finish Inventory #12984
Model #GS7565W - Natural wood Inventory #12985
List Price: $98.99 ea. MAP Price: $59.95 ea.
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5-Space Guitar Hanger
GS8500B | 12990

Dimensions 48 x 4.5”; hangers extend 14.5" from the wall
Construction Anodized aluminum
Color Black powder coat finish
Included 8 Mounting screws

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Showcase and protect your guitars and basses with the On-Stage 
GS8500B 5-Space Guitar Hanger. Constructed with black anodized 
aluminum, the 48 x 4.5" base board mounts easily to a wall. The 
GS8500B includes 5 wall hangers, which extend 14.5" from the wall 
(five hangers can be used, or less if not needed). The wall hangers also 
feature a 45-degree swivel right and left to ensure optimal presentation 
and accessibility, while EVA bumpers protect your axes' headstock.

Hangers pivot 45˚ in 
either direction.

48 x 4.5" Base board easily mounts to 
wall with 8 included mounting screws.

Yoke securely holds your guitars and protective EVA prevents damage 
to the guitars.

Displays up to 5 guitars/basses. Spacing 
between hangers is fully adjustable.

PRICING
Model #GS8500B Inventory #12990
List Price: $144.99 MAP Price: $87.95
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Ukulele Gig Bags
GBU4203 & GBU4204 | SERIES

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
On-Stage Ukulele Gig Bags offer a unique and uniquely affordable combi-
nation of functionality, fashion and convenience. Constructed with heavy 
duty, water-repellant, easily-cleaned nylon and thick, double-stitched, 
woven padding, they ensure unparalleled gear protection. Available in 
two sizes, Soprano (24" x 10.5") and Concert (27.5" x 11"), as well as 
basic black or island-themed graphics, these bags help make performing 
a smooth, secure and personalized breeze.

All bags feature adjustable backpack style straps, an exterior accessory 
pocket and hook for hanging the bag when not is use. 

Concert Ukulele Bag Dimensions 27.5" x 11"
Soprano Ukulele Bag Dimensions 14" x 10.5"

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

GBU4204B - Concert 
Ukulele Bag, black

GBU4204PA - Concert Ukulele Bag, 
pineapple print

GBU4204WM - Concert Ukulele Bag, 
watermelon print

GBU4203B - Soprano 
Ukulele Bag, black

GBU4203PA - Soprano Ukulele Bag, 
pineapple print

GBU4203WM - Soprano Ukulele Bag, 
watermelon print

CONCERT UKE PRICING

SOPRANO UKE PRICING

Model #GBU4204B - Black Inventory #13030
Model #GBU4204PA - Pineapple Inventory #13027
Model #GBU4204WM - Watermelon Inventory #13029
List Price: $25.99 MAP Price: $15.95

Model #GBU4203B - Black Inventory #13031
Model #GBU4203PA - Pineapple Inventory #13026
Model #GBU4203WM - Watermelon Inventory #13028
List Price: $23.99 List Price: $14.95
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Ukulele Straps
GSA-Series | 13032, 13034, 13035, 13033

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The On-Stage Ukulele Strap - unlike the typical scaled-down guitar strap - 
offers features specific to its unique application. Designed for any ukulele 
with a standard sound hole, this all nylon, fully adjustable strap requires 
no button holes, providing the musician with unprecedented comfort and 
convenience.

Keep your instrument safely, securely there where you need it 
with the right tool for the job, the On-Stage Ukulele Strap.

Materials Nylon and plastic
Colors Various

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

GSA70B - Black

GSA70 - Various patterns. Dealers - Must be ordered 6 piece minimum.

GSA70R - Red GSA70BL - Blue

SOLID COLOR PRICING

Model #GSA70 Inventory #13033
List Price: $14.99 ea. MAP Price: $8.95 ea.

Model #GSA70B - Black Inventory #13032
Model #GSA70R - Red Inventory #13034
Model #GSA70BL - Blue Inventory #13035
List Price: $4.99 ea. MAP Price: $2.95 ea.

PATTERN PRINT PRICING

*GSA70 - Dealers must be ordered 6 piece minimum.
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Guitar & Ukulele Humidifi ers
GA150 & GA250 | 13015, 13011

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Changes in humidity can wreak havoc with even the most sturdily-
built instrument, shortening its life and compromising sonic fidelity, 
particularly on the road. The GA150 Guitar Humidifier and GA250 
Ukulele Humidifer are a cost-effective investment in your instrument's 
looks, longevity and, of course, sound. These humidifiers can be stored 
conveniently and unobtrusively by suspending it between your strings in 
the sound hole. The sponge-style humidifiers dispense moisture evenly 
without ever contacting the instrument itself, ensuring it looks and 
sounds as good as the day you bought it.

Applications Sound hole suspended humidifier; releases 
moisture evenly.

Color Black

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

GA150 - Guitar Humidifier GA250 - Ukulele Humidifier

PRICING
Model #GA150 - Guitar Humidifier Inventory #13015
Model #GA250 - Ukulele Humidifier Inventory #13011
List Price: $6.99 ea. MAP Price: $4.95 ea.
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Felt Ukulele Picks
UPK300 | 12979

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Pack of three felt ukulele picks in various colors. These picks are 
precisely scaled for its precise/specific application The soft felt material 
is tough yet flexible and they feel great in your hand and produce 
exceptional sound on your ukulele, bass and other stringed instruments.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Included 3 Felt Picks
Dimensions 25mm x 30mm
Colors White, blue and purple

PRICING
Model #UPK300 Inventory #12979
List Price: $6.99 MAP Price: $3.95
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Wireless Transmitter Pouch
MA1335 | 12997

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The MA1335 Wireless Transmitter Pouch with Guitar Strap is ideal for 
comfortably and conveniently holding wireless transmitters on performers. 
The water resistant compact pouch can be worn on the included guitar 
strap or your own strap or belt (see measurements). The pouch secures 
easily via a hook and loop fastener.

Reinforced stitching on the guitar belt strap provides more support.

Hook and loop fastener secures 
wireless transmitter in pouch.

Two loop options allow you to 
wear the pouch on the included 
guitar strap or your own strap or 
belt (see measurements at right).

Pouch Dimensions Fits transmitters 1 x 3 x 3.5"
Pouch Material Neoprene
Strap Loop Larger loop for wearing on included guitar 

strap or belts up to 1¾"; Smaller loop fits 
belts up to 3/4".

Strap Length Adjust 32-55"
Strap materials Same strong and durable nylon webbing used 

to make car seat belts. 2-ply leather ends with 
reinforced stitching.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRICING
Model #MA1335 Inventory #12997
List Price: $16.99 MAP Price: $9.95
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Pedal Power Pack
PS801 | 12935

AC Adapter Input AC100-240V~50/60Hz, Max: 0.6A
AC Adapter Output DC 9V/1300mA (positive out, negative in)
Plug size 5.5/2.1mm

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
This Pedal Power Pack is specially designed for guitar players who want 
to power as many as 8 pedals at the same time. It keeps your pedal 
board neat and only takes up one position on an outlet strip or wall 
outlet. Guaranteed to work with over 90% of the effects pedals on the 
market, the Pedal Power Pack also includes converter plugs for virtually 
any 9V pedal, even Line 6 modeling pedals.

5.5/2.1mm Plug size and all internal connections have same polarity.

8-Plug Daisy Chain: Multi-Plug 8 Cable - 
9cm of wire between each plug. Plug size: 
5.5/2.1mm. All internal connections have 
same polarity.

1,300mA Power adapter 
easily powers 8 pedals.

Includes converter plugs to power virtually ANY 9V pedal, even Line 6 modeling pedals 

• Two F6 Lines: 5.5/2.1mm DC plug (positive outside and negative inside), 6F22 9V   
 battery button as female connector, used for connecting batteries to charge equipment.
• L6 Line: 5.5/2.5mm DC plug, 5.5/2.1mm female connector, internal connections have 
 same polarity, used for charging equipment with different sockets.
• L3 Line: 3.5mm single channel plug, 5.5/2.1mm female connector, internal connections 
 have same polarity, used for charging equipment with different sockets.
• Reverse Polarity Connector: 5.5/2.1mm DC plug, 5.5/2.1mm female connector, 
 opposite polarity for charging equipment with different power polarity.

PRICING
Model #PS801 Inventory #12935
List Price: $42.99 MAP Price: $25.95
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8-Plug Daisy Chain
PSA800 | 12936

Wire Length 3.5" (9 cm)
Plug Size 5.5/2.1mm

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Connect up to 8 guitar effects pedals to your power supply with this 
DC 8-Plug Daisy Chain. All internal connections have the same polarity, 
and the main connector is female, making this daisy chain compatible 
with most standard 9v power adapters. Plugs in securely for a strong 
connection and quality, stable sound.

5.5/2.1mm Plug size and all internal connections have same polarity.

PRICING
Model #PSA800 Inventory #12936
List Price: $14.99 MAP Price: N/A
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Hook & Loop
HL4000 | 12976

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The HL4000 Hook & Loop is the ultimate tool for securing your pedals, 
mixers, drum machines and more.  Designed to accommodate virtually 
any flat surface, this 82" by 3" hook and loop features professional 
grade adhesive and industrial strength sticky tape for the ultimate con-
nectivity and stability in the most demanding applications -- indoors and 
out.  Whether on stage or in storage, you can count on the unmatched 
versatility of the HL4000 not merely to attach but to anchor your equip-
ment, safely, securely and reliably, right where and when you need it.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Included 2 Pieces Hook & Loop
Dimensions 41.5” x 3” each
Color Black

PRICING
Model #HL4000 Inventory #12976
List Price: $16.99 MAP Price: $9.95
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Tripod Mic Stand with M20 Base
MS9750 | 13128

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
  This heavy-duty stand is built to last! Improved features include 
all metal parts and steel leg housing, making this stand unbreakable! 
The ergonomically designed and anodized machined aluminum center 
clutch combined with  a  patent-pending anti-rotational device on the 
lower shaft allows for true one-handed height adjustments.    

Height Adjustment 39 - 69"
Base Spread 24"
Threading 5/8"-27 for mic clips and accessory parts;

M20 threading at base.
Construction All metal
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Folding tripod base with plastic 
end  caps for durability and 
reduced  floor vibrations.

Diecast zinc clutch with 
3" grip, provides height 
adjustment from 39 - 69".

5/8”-27 solid steel threaded 
lug with locking washer.

Solid steel machined lug 
with M20 threading provides 
an excellent combination of 
fast assembly and secure 
connection, while extending 
thread wear far beyond 
fine-thread designs.

The MS9750 features a threaded M20 base lug that is interchangeable 
with all On-Stage M20 modular components — bases, shafts, booms and 
more, putting the power of stage and studio customization in your hands. 

M20 THREADED
BASES & SHAFTS
OVER 50 COMBINATIONS

PRICING
Model #MS9750 Inventory #13128
List Price: $65.99 MAP Price: $39.95
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Three-Section Microphone Stand
MS9312 | 12996

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The MS9312 offers pro-level features, including a low profile 12” base 
with a 3 section shaft to provide flexibility for your height setting 
needs. Each Height adjustment clutch is designed for easy and secure 
gripping. The shaft is compatible with all standard 5/8”-27 threaded 
mic accessories. To aid with precise mic positioning, the upper shaft 
features an oversized knurled locking washer that keeps your mic 
clip exactly where desired. The shaft fastens to the base via a solid 
M20 steel lug and locking washer. This coarse threading provides an 
excellent combination of fast assembly and secure connection, while 
extending thread wear far beyond fine-thread designs. The shaft is 
interchangeable with other On-Stage M20 products which allow for 
use in many different applications.  

Standard 5/8"-27 threads with an 
added oversized knurled locking 
washer that keeps your mic clip 
exactly where desired.

Each Height adjustment clutch is 
designed for easy and secure 
gripping, providing a wide range of 
height adjustment from 39" to 97".
Up to 8 feet!

Solid steel machined lug with 
M20 threading provides an excellent 
combination of fast assembly and 
secure connection, while extending 
thread wear far beyond fine-thread 
designs.

Height Adjustment 39-97"
Base Diameter 12"
Base Weight 10 lbs.
Threading 5/8"-27 for mic clips and accessory parts;

M20 threading at base.
Construction Steel tubing and cast iron embossed base
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRICING
Model #MS9312 Inventory #12996
List Price: $114.99 MAP Price: $69.95
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Pro Kick Drum Mic Stand 
MS9409 | 12999

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Comprised entirely of powder-coated aluminum alloy, these state-
of-the-art stands provide both durability and flexibility. The sleek, 
embossed base features six vibration-tamping, floor-protecting pads, 
while the shaft incorporates an internal clutch washer for smooth, 
secure height adjustments from 9 - 13". The all-metal teleboom 
features a removable counterweight for dual mic functionality.   

Height Adjustment 9 - 13"
Base Diameter 10"
Base Weight 6 lbs.
Total Stand Weight 8.65 lbs.
Boom Length Adjust 21.5 - 36"
Threading 5/8"-27 for mic clips and accessory parts;

M20 threading at base.
Construction All metal
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

5/8”-27 solid steel 
threaded lug with 
locking washer.

6" Diameter base 
with 5 rubber feet 
for added stability.

Each Height adjustment clutch 
is designed for easy and secure 
gripping, providing height 
adjustment from 9" to 13".

Solid steel machined lug with 
M20 threading provides an excellent 
combination of fast assembly and secure 
connection, while extending thread wear 
far beyond fine-thread designs.

Removable counterweight 
leaves 5/8" -27 threading to 
attach 2nd mic if desired.

PRICING
Model #MS9409 Inventory #12999
List Price: $65.99 MAP Price: $44.95
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Pro Kick Drum Mic Stand 
MS9417 | 12998

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Comprised entirely of powder-coated aluminum alloy, these state-
of-the-art stands provide both durability and flexibility. The sleek, 
embossed base features six vibration-tamping, floor-protecting pads, 
while the shaft incorporates an internal clutch washer for smooth, 
secure height adjustments from 17 - 28.5". The all-metal teleboom 
features a removable counterweight for dual mic functionality.   

Height Adjustment 17 - 28.5"
Base Diameter 10"
Base Weight 6 lbs.
Total Stand Weight 9.25 lbs.
Boom Length Adjust 21.5 - 36"
Threading 5/8"-27 for mic clips and accessory parts;

M20 threading at base.
Construction All metal
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

5/8”-27 solid steel 
threaded lug with 
locking washer.

6" Diameter base 
with 5 rubber feet 
for added stability.

Each Height adjustment clutch 
is designed for easy and secure 
gripping, providing height 
adjustment from 17" to 28.5".

Solid steel machined lug with 
M20 threading provides an excellent 
combination of fast assembly and secure 
connection, while extending thread wear 
far beyond fine-thread designs.

Removable counterweight 
leaves 5/8" -27 threading to 
attach 2nd mic if desired.

PRICING
Model #MS9417 Inventory #12998
List Price: $81.99 MAP Price: $49.95
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Desktop Rocker-Lug Mic Stand  
DS8100 | 12919

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 
Patent-pending Rocker-Lug allows this desktop mic stand to tilt up to 
a 40° angle, making a boom arm unnecessary for most uses. Tilts and 
stays in position with no knobs to tighten. The straight vertical height 
is 12". Threaded to fit most mic clips. Convenience and ease-of-use 
make the Desktop Rocker-Lug Mic Stand ideal for home recording; 
podcasts; DJs; stage performances; and kick drum, amps, and pianos. 
Floor models are also available.

5/8”-27 solid steel threaded 
lug with locking washer.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

6" Diameter base 
with 5 rubber feet 
for added stability.

Rocker-Lug tilts the 
shaft 40˚ off of the 
vertical. No boom 
arm needed! Our new Rocker-Lug eliminates the need for an added boom arm, 

yet keeps your setup neat and compact when space is tight.

Base Diameter 6"
Base Weight 3 lbs.
Height 12"
Angle Adjustment 40°
Threading 5/8"-27
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRICING
Model #DS8100 Inventory #12919
List Price: $29.99 MAP Price: $17.95
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 Adjustable Desktop 
Rocker-Lug Microphone Stand 
DS8200 | 12920

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Patent-pending Rocker-Lug allows this desktop mic stand to tilt up to 
a 40° angle, making a boom arm unnecessary for most uses. Tilts and 
stays in position with no knobs to tighten. Also, the height is adjust-
able from 9 - 14¼". Threaded to fit most mic clips. Convenience and 
ease-of-use make the Adjustable Desktop Rocker-Lug Mic Stand ideal 
for home recording; podcasts; DJs; stage performances; and kick drum, 
amps, and pianos. Floor models are also available.5/8”-27 solid steel 

threaded lug with 
locking washer.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

6" Diameter base 
with 5 rubber feet 
for added stability.

Rocker-Lug tilts the 
shaft 40˚ off of the 
vertical. No boom 
arm needed!

Height adjusts from  
9 - 14¼". 

Our new Rocker-Lug eliminates the need for an added boom arm, 
yet keeps your setup neat and compact when space is tight.

Base Diameter 6"
Base Weight 3 lbs.
Height Adjustment 9 - 14¼"
Angle Adjustment 40°
Threading 5/8"-27
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRICING
Model #DS8200 Inventory #12920
List Price: $31.99 MAP Price: $19.95
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Tele-Boom with Dual Mic Capability
MSA9800 | 13057

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
At its core, the MSA9800 Microphone Tele-boom with Dual Mic 
Capability is a pro-level boom arm with solid steel construction, 
secure metal knobs and black powder-coated finish. The length 
adjusts from 21.5 – 36” and the cats-eye knob easily adjusts angle 
positions. The MSA9800’s unique functionality allows you the option 
to remove the counterweight and add a second mic to the opposing 
5/8”-27 threaded end, providing space-saving versatility on the road 
or in the studio. 

Boom Length Adjust 21.5 - 36"
Weight 1.85 lbs.
Threading 5/8" - 27
Construction All metal
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

5/8”-27 solid steel 
threaded lug with 
locking washer.

Removable counterweight 

Reconfigure your approach to tele-boom utility with the MSA9800 
Tele-Boom with Dual Mic Capability by On-Stage.

Boom length adjusts 
from 21.5" to 36".

PRICING
Model #MSA9800 Inventory #13057
List Price: $32.99 MAP Price: $19.95
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Professional No Spin Mic Boom
MSA9900 | 13098

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
A sleek new microphone boom arm with improved, but familiar func-
tions. Any musician will recognize the single S-style adjustment knob. 
Our S-style adjustment knob is diecast constructed and precision fit to 
provide 180° of smooth tilt adjustment. It’s a familiar and ergonomic 
action, but because the clutches are precision machined parts, it only 
takes 1/8-turn to lock or release the angle. Smooth rotation and a 
secure hold mean you can focus on the music instead of the stand. 
Also unique to this boom arm is that the clutch threading is inde-
pendent of the boom clutch. This means that the boom arm can be 
added/removed from a stand without doing a “baton twirl”. Not only 
is this easier and more convenient, it virtually eliminates the common 
problem of stripped threading.

Boom Length Adjust 21 - 35"
Weight 1.85 lbs.
Threading 5/8" - 27
Construction All metal
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

5/8”-27 solid steel 
threaded lug with 
locking washer.

Diecast counterweight/
boom clutch provides stable 
and easy operation with any 
microphone in any position.

Tele-boom adjusts without knobs presenting a clean line of sight. 
No knobs to strip, lose or break!

Precision machined S-style 
adjustment knob allows for 
180 of ºsmooth tilt adjustments 
that will lock/release with just 
1/8-turn.

Telescoping boom for extended 
reach and precise mic placement. 
No knobs to strip, lose or break. 
Length adjusts from 21 - 35”.

Boom clutch features independent threading 
which allows the boom arm to be added/
removed from a stand without doing a “baton 
twirl”. Fits standard 5/8”-27 threading.

PRICING
Model #MSA9800 Inventory #13057
List Price: $32.99 MAP Price: $19.95
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Microphone Boom Pole
MBP8000 | 93668

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The MBP8000 Handheld Microphone Boom Pole is ideal for 
broadcasting, newscasting, film/TV/video production, school plays/
productions, and more field applications. Our easy-to-carry Boom 
Pole is machined from sturdy and lightweight aluminum for secure 
mounting of your microphone. Four telescopic rods quickly adjust 
the length of the pole using a simple and efficient twist-and-lock 
mechanism. An internal cable management system is included along 
with a convenient carry bag.

Included carry bag with adjustable shoulder strap 

Internal coiled mic 
cable included.

Length Adjust 35" - 10 feet
Connectors Black E-coat
Conductors (9 x 0.14) x2 BC, OD 5mm, AWG24
Shielding 32 x 0.8 BC spiral shielding+Aluminum foil
Jacket Polyurethane
Weight 2.3 lbs.
Construction All-aluminum with EVA rubber grips
Color Black Anodized Aluminum
Included Carry bag

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Comfortable EVA handle grip 
along entire bottom shaft.

Standard 5/8”-27 threads with solid brass male end converts to 
3/8"-16 with no additional gear. Internal coiled mic cable included.

10’ 35"

PRICING
Model #MBP8000 Inventory #93668
List Price: $131.99 MAP Price: $79.95
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Dual Mic Amp Bar 
MY650 | 13089

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Constructed of sturdy, black powder-coated steel, the On-Stage 
MY650 Dual Mic Amp Bar offers quick, convenient set-up and precise 
mic placement for virtually any amplifier. The 9" long bar features 
EVA and slides smoothly underneath or atop the amp, while the 
mic adapter arm rises or descends from 6" to 12" and deploys dual 
5/8"-27 threaded rotating adapters for secure, exact mic positioning.  
Get your amp mics off the floor and into a sharper-looking, better 
sounding place with the On-Stage MY650.

All lugs are solid steel 
with standard 5/8"-27 
threading.

Get your amp mics off the floor and into a sharper-looking, better 
sounding place with the On-Stage MY650.

9" Horizontal bar can be placed 
between two amps or between 
an amp and the floor.

6.5" Vertical bar has a lug that 
slides up/down 6 - 12" for 
precise mic placement.

Two 6" mic extension bars swivel 
90º for precise mic placement.

Folds for easy positioning, 
storage and transport. 

Dimensions 9" Horizontal bar, 6.5" vertical bar, 
two 6" horizontal mic extension bars. 

Height Adjustment 6 - 12"
Threading 5/8"- 27
Construction Black powder coat finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRICING
Model #MY650 Inventory #13089
List Price: $44.99 MAP Price: $26.95
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Quick-Release Stereo Mic Bar
MY800 | 13025

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Weighing in at only .65 pounds, the MY800 Quick-Release Stereo Mic 
Bar opens a world of recording and performing possibilities. Comprised 
of aluminum, steel and glass-filled nylon -- each selected for their precise 
application -- the MY800 features a 5/8" - 27 adapter with ball joint 
mounts which allow for horizontal or vertical set-up. Unlike competing 
bars, the MY800 can hold up to 6 microphones at a time. The bar itself 
comes with four quick-release 5/8" - 27 connectors, as well as an exten-
sion riser for mic-over-mic, variable axis pick-up. 

Application Stereo miking up to 6 microphones
Bar Length 8.875"
Weight 0.65 lbs.
Threading 5/8" - 27
Construction Steel, aluminum, glass-filled nylon
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Four included quick-release connectors 
with standard 5/8"- 27 threading. 
Additional mounts can be purchased 
separately to mic up to 6 mics. 

Standard 5/8" -27 adapter mounts 
to most standard microphone stands. 
Ball-joint adapter allows for quick and 
precise adjustments.

One included extension riser allows you 
to position one mic over the other. 

Over 10 configurations facilitate a wide variety of miking techniques in-
cluding X-Y, O.R.T.F., N.O.S., DIN and wide A/B (see additional photos 
at bottom left). And, thanks to its modular design, the MY800 accepts 
additional, separately sold UM88 Adapters for even more versatility. 
The MY800 can be un-assembled for compact transport and storage. 

PRICING
Model #MY800 Inventory #13025
List Price: $81.99 MAP Price: $49.95
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Hex-Base Studio Monitor Stands 
SMS6600-P | 13091

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Professional Studio Monitor Stands adjust from 36.5 - 54" in height to 
customize your listening area. The stands feature a heavy duty stamped 
Hex-Base, which provides a stable foundation and can hold up to 90 lbs. 
per stand. Rubber feet and EVA rubber on the platform add stability and 
shock absorption. Six leveling carpet spikes can be installed for extra 
stability when using the stands on a carpet. 

The SMS6600-P features a threaded M20 base lug that is inter-
changeable with all On-Stage M20 modular components — bases, 
shafts, booms and more, putting the power of stage and studio 
customization in your hands. 

14" Stamped Hex-Base 
with threaded M20 lug.

Metal height-adjustment 
clutch adjusts height 
from 36.5 - 54". Added 
security pin every 4" for 
added stability. 

Cable clip included 
(not shown).

6 Leveling carpet spikes are interchangeable with 
the 6 rubber feet on the underside of base for 
vibration dampening and firm floor grip.

9½” Square platform 
with  1mm thick 
non-slip pad.

Height Adjustment 36.5" - 54"
Platform Dimensions 9½” Square platform
Base Spread 14" Hex-Base
Weight Capacity 90 lbs.
Construction Steel
Color Black Powder Coat Finish

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

M20 THREADED
BASES & SHAFTS
OVER 50 COMBINATIONS

PRICING
Model #SMS6600-P Inventory #13091
List Price: $155.99 MAP Price: $94.95
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Acoustical Wall Treatment 
AP3500 | 12971

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
On-Stage Acoustic Panels are designed to reduce reflections and flutter 
echo in listening areas such as spaces for recording or rehearsal, music 
rooms, control rooms, and home theaters. Using these acoustic panels 
to minimize reflections from a room's hard surfaces helps keep sound 
enjoyable and clear, especially important for speech or vocals, and in 
public spaces like auditoriums and houses of worship. 

1" Dense foam absorbs mid-to-high frequency 
reflections and stabilizes frequencies.

Hardened beveled edge keeps sides from denting. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions 2' x 2' x 1" 
Weight 2.75 lbs. (panel only) .65 hanger with screws

Material High density, class A fire rated 
acoustical fiberglass

Color Black

Included (1) panel, (2) wall mount space clips, 
(6) anchor screws

PRICING
Model #AP3500 Inventory #12971
List Price: $60.99 MAP Price: $36.95
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Amp Tilt System
RS100 | 13020

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The On-Stage RS100 Amp Tilt System directs sound where you, and 
your audience, need it most. Complete with plastic and wooden inserts 
for secure reinforcement, the RS100 features 30-degrees of adjustable 
projection, all while leaving a minimal 8" x 6.5" x 3.5" footprint. Don't 
just play. Take direct action with the On-Stage RS100.

The smallest and most portable amp stand on the market! The 
wedge folds down flat to 8" x 6.5" x 0.5" for easy transport in 
virtually any gig bag.

Underside features two non-slip pads 
that also double as shock absorbers. 

Applications Small amp 
Construction Wood, plastic, nylon
Dimensions 8" x 6.5" x 3.5"
Folded Dimensions 8" x 6.5" x 0.5"
Color Black 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRICING
Model #RS100 Inventory #13020
List Price: $32.99 MAP Price: $19.95
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Pro Studio Headphones
WH4500 | 12970

Applications Optimized for home and studio recording
Style Closed
Driver Size 40mm
Frequency Response 15Hz - 28kHz
Impedance 38 ohms
Sensitivity 99 db SPL
Maximum Power 1,600mW at 1kHZ
Cable Length 10'
Plug Size 1/8" (1/4" adapter included)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Designed for home or studio recording, On-Stage WH4500 headphones 
offer unparalleled sonic clarity and features normally found only in more 
expensive sets. Complete with 10' detachable cord, the closed-ear, 
foam-padded WH4500 comfortably cancels ambient noise, while the 
gold-plated 1/8" plug (and included 1/4" adapter) ensures maximum 
signal integrity. Collapsible and easily transported with the included 
nylon travel bag, the WH45000 provides 15K-28K, full range frequency 
response, 40mm driver 38 ohm impedance, 99 decibel SPL sensitivity 
and 1,600Mw power capacity at 1kHZ for seamless system integration.

Adjustable head strap 
provides a non-slip fit.

A convenient carrying bag, 10' detachable AUX cable, and a gold-plated 
1/4" adapter is included.

10' Wired AUX cable detaches for 
easy storage and transportation. 

PRICING
Model #WH4500 Inventory #12970
List Price: $114.99 MAP Price: $69.95
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4-Channel Headphone Amplifi er
HA4000 | 12973

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
With the HA4000 4-Channel Headphone Amplifier, up to four people can 
listen to a recorded take at the same time, while being able to adjust their 
own individual headphone volume. High quality sound is maintained even 
at full volume. The HA4000 is also great to use during playing or record-
ing, allowing listeners to hear the main mix.

Power supply 12-18v DC adapter included.

Max Output Level +22dB
Signal to Noise Ratio >98dB
Input Connector ¼" TRS Stereo
Output Connector ¼" TRS Stereo
Input Impedance 1000K (unbalanced)
Output Impedance Minimum 10 each channel
Max Gain 20dB per channel
Power Supply 12-18v DC adapter (included)

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Individual output level control for each channel. Extremely loud 
output with low noise (-98dB noise floor).

PRICING
Model #HA4000 Inventory #12973
List Price: $49.99 MAP Price: $29.95
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Headphone BAG
HB4500 | 13053

Applications Fits 1 pair of standard sized headphones
Size 12.5" x 9"
Color Black 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Made of durable, machine-washable nylon, the black HB4500 
On-Stage headphone bag offers convenient portability and protection.  
Its 12.5" X 9" dimensions and drawstring closure accommodate and 
safely secure any standard sized headphone, facilitating ease of stor-
age and accessibility. No more fishing around through a case full of 
dusty cables and accessories for your headphones. They're in the bag!

Drawstring closure secures 
headphones in bag.

The perfect bag for your headphones, including the On-Stage BH4500 
Dual-Mode Bluetooth Stereo Headphones.

PRICING
Model #HB4500 Inventory #13053
List Price: $7.99 MAP Price: $4.95
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1/4" Headphone Adapter
WHA4500 | 13055

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The On-Stage WHA4500 headphone adapter - because every connection 
counts! The WHA4500 has everything your customers need and expect 
in a top-of-the line headphone adapter. The 1/4" male to 1/8" female 
gold-plated terminals protect against signal loss and resist corrosion; the 
360-degree grip treads facilitate ease of operation.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Application Universal headphone adapter
Adapter Size 1/4" to 1/8"

The WHA4500 is ideal for connecting headphones to pro-audio 
equipment with only 1/4" output.

PRICING
Model #WHA4500 Inventory #13055
List Price: $4.99 MAP Price: $2.95
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10' Right-Angle Instrument Cable
IC10-R | 12923

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
On-Stage Cables have the strength and durability to withstand more 
than everyday use. The instrument cables in our line are professional 
cables with 6mm QTR to QTR connectors and feature double PVC 
insulation for long-lasting use. They are available in six popular 
lengths and the 10’ cable is also available with a right-angle connector 
and in a heat-shrink model; the 20’ is also available with a right-angle 
connector and in a braided version. All On-Stage Cable come with a 
Lifetime Warranty!

Quality sound and construction that you can rely on! All On-Stage Cables 
ship in our eye-catching 4-color packaging and with a Velcro strap! 

Cable Length 10'
Cable Thickness 6mm
Connectors QTR-QTR Right-angle, metal connectors

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRICING
Model #IC-10R Inventory #12923
List Price: $14.99 MAP Price: N/A
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3' Speaker Cable
SP14-3 | 12922

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
On-Stage Cables have the strength and durability to withstand more 
than everyday use. The speaker cables in our line are professional 
cables with 7mm QTR to QTR connectors and feature double PVC 
insulation for long-lasting use. They are available in five popular 
lengths and the 10’ and 25’ cables are also available with Banana-QTR 
connector ends. All On-Stage Cable come with a Lifetime Warranty!

Quality sound and construction that you can rely on! All On-Stage Cables 
ship in our eye-catching 4-color packaging and with a Velcro strap! 

Cable Length 3'
Cable Thickness 7mm; 14-gauge wires
Connectors QTR-QTR metal connectors

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PRICING
Model #SP14-3 Inventory #12922
List Price: $11.99 MAP Price: N/A
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Grip-On Universal Device Holder
with u-mount Mounting Post
TCM1900 | 12944

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Experience the functionality and protection of u-mount for all of your 
handheld electronic devices. The TCM1900 Universal Mount includes four 
adjustable Grip-On mounts to fit popular tablets and cell phones sized from 
2.5" to 9" wide. Constructed from a rugged plastic, each mount utilizes a 
spring-loaded clamp with rubber grips to secure your device. A 360° Ball 
Joint provides rotation and tilt adjustment, while the Pull Back Release 
Sleeve makes removing the holder from the Mounting Bar a breeze. The 
Mounting Post can be removed from the Mounting Bar for use as a com-
fortable handle during presentations, soundchecks, video chats and more. 
Mounting Bar handles round tubing 11- 19mm in diameter.

Includes (4) Universal Grip-On Mounts, (1) UM-01 with 
post, (1) u-mount Mounting Bar, (1) EVA Grip

Small Grip Holds devices between 2.5 - 3.5"
Medium Grip Holds devices between 3.5 - 5.75"
Large Grip Holds devices between 5.75 - 7.5"
Extra-Large Grip Holds devices between 7 - 9"
Color Black

u-mount Mounting Bar accepts 
round tubing between 11-19mm.

UM-01 Pull Back Connector, Mounting 
Post and Soft Presentation Grip.

Four Grip-On holders hold most 
handheld devices between 2.5 - 9".

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Small Grip shown 
with phone

New for 2017 - Extra-Large Grip added which can hold devices between 7 - 9" wide
(not shown below).

Medium Grip shown 
with tablet

Large Grip shown 
with iPad

PRICING
Model #TCM1900 Inventory #12944
List Price: $65.99 MAP Price: $39.95

Our award-winning packaging is eye-catching and describes all of  the 
product features.



Call The Music People today to place your order

This product is Safely Formulated. More info: on-stage.com/FeelGood_OnStage. On-Stage® is a registered trademark of The Music People, Inc. Prices/specifications subject to change.     
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Grip-On Universal Device Holder
with u-mount Round Clamp
TCM1901 | 12945

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Experience the functionality and protection of u-mount for all of your 
handheld electronic devices. The TCM1901 Universal Mount includes four 
adjustable Grip-On mounts to fit popular tablets and cell phones sized from 
2.5" to 9" wide. Constructed from a rugged plastic, each mount utilizes a 
spring-loaded clamp with rubber grips to secure your device. A 360° Ball 
Joint provides rotation and tilt adjustment, while the Pull Back Release 
Sleeve makes removing the holder from the Mounting Bar a breeze. The 
mounting clamp handles round tubing 21-30mm in diameter. We’ve even 
included a Prop-Up insert that converts the quick release into a slip-free 
tabletop monopod.

Includes (4) Universal Grip-On Mounts, (1) UM-01 with 
post, (1) Round Mounting Clamp, (1) Prop-Up

Small Grip Holds devices between 2.5 - 3.5"
Medium Grip Holds devices between 3.5 - 5.75"
Large Grip Holds devices between 5.75 - 7.5"
Extra-Large Grip Holds devices between 7 - 9"
Color Black

UM-01 Pull Back Connector, 
Mounting Post and Prop-Up.

u-mount Round Clamp accepts 
round tubing between 21-30mm.

Four Grip-On holders hold most 
handheld devices between 2.5 - 9".

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Small Grip shown 
with phone

New for 2017 - Extra-Large Grip added which can hold devices between 7 - 9" wide
(not shown below).

Medium Grip shown 
with tablet

Large Grip shown 
with iPad

PRICING
Model #TCM1901 Inventory #12945
List Price: $65.99 MAP Price: $39.95

Our award-winning packaging is eye-catching and describes all of  the 
product features.



Call The Music People today to place your order

This product is Safely Formulated. More info: on-stage.com/FeelGood_OnStage. On-Stage® is a registered trademark of The Music People, Inc. Prices/specifications subject to change.     

email: PurchaseOrders@MusicPeopleInc.com   |   On-Stage.com   |   
1-800-289-8889

Grip-On Universal Device Holder
with u-mount Bullet-Nose Clamp
TCM1908 | 12946

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Experience the functionality and protection of u-mount for all of your 
handheld electronic devices. The TCM1908 Universal Mount includes four 
adjustable Grip-On mounts to fit popular tablets and cell phones sized from 
2.5" to 9" wide. Constructed from a rugged plastic, each mount utilizes a 
spring-loaded clamp with rubber grips to secure your device. A 360° Ball 
Joint provides rotation and tilt adjustment, while the Pull Back Release 
Sleeve makes removing the holder from the Mounting Bar a breeze. The 
bullet-nose table clamp handles flat surfaces 1/2” to 2” thick. We’ve even 
included a Prop-Up insert that converts the quick release into a slip-free 
tabletop monopod.

Includes (4) Universal Grip-On Mounts, (1) UM-01 with 
post, (1) Bullet-Nose Mounting Clamp, (1) Prop-Up

Small Grip Holds devices between 2.5 - 3.5"
Medium Grip Holds devices between 3.5 - 5.75"
Large Grip Holds devices between 5.75 - 7.5"
Extra-Large Grip Holds devices between 7 - 9"
Color Black

UM-01 Pull Back Connector, 
Mounting Post and Prop-Up.

u-mount Bullet-Nose Clamp accepts  
surfaces from 12mm (1/2”) to 52mm (2”) 

Four Grip-On holders hold most 
handheld devices between 2.5 - 9".

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Small Grip shown 
with phone

New for 2017 - Extra-Large Grip added which can hold devices between 7 - 9" wide
(not shown below).

Medium Grip shown 
with tablet

Large Grip shown 
with iPad

PRICING
Model #TCM1908 Inventory #12946
List Price: $65.99 MAP Price: $39.95

Our award-winning packaging is eye-catching and describes all of  the 
product features.




